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we ready kidney parsley agree 

key fee silly be happy 

tummy jersey flee buddy jockey 

Choose the best word from the word 

 1. Raking leaves with a ____________ is more fun. 

 2. The ____________ on the white horse is shorter than the others. 

 3. Did Dad remember to hide a ____________ under the doormat? 

 4. If a lion is charging a herd of antelope, they will ____________. 

 5. My ____________ knit tee shirt is the most comfortable to wear. 

 6. I will be so ____________ if I get an A on my report. 

 7. Julie’s ____________ hurt after eating the whole pie by herself. 

 8. Chefs use pieces of ____________ as a garnish on plates. 

 9. It won’t be long before _________ get to the campsite. 

10. We all ____________ that we should have ice cream for dessert. 

11. There will be a ____________ to enter the water park. 

12. The ____________ helps remove waste from our body. 

13. Ralph studied hard so he is ____________ for the test. 

14. Ruth looked so ____________ in her hat with flowers sticking out. 

15. Where could my jacket _________? 

Name_____________________  Date ____________ 
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